THE LEARY BRICK WORKS
Crusher
The crusher was a complex and fascinating piece of machinery. It was
designed and manufactured by Eagle Iron Works of Des Moine Iowa (the name is stamped on
a lower section of the frame), and assembled at the Leary site. It must have been a daunting
exercise – in his 1942 list of machinery provided to The Wartime Prices and Trade Board,
William Leary noted this piece of equipment as the “double 5 ton roller and dry pan.” Note the
5-ton reference. Obviously getting this mighty thing together, and working, was a major
achievement.
The machine is impressive in its design, features, details, and certainly in its operation. On the
other hand, it is important to note that it had one rather simple function – to crush to the size of
grains of sand the dried chunks of shale brought down from the nearby hillside. It sounds
simple enough – but there were many variables and small issues of activity that actually made
the process and the machinery quite a bit more complex – and inventive.

This illustration is from Charles Thomas
Davis,

A

Practical

Treatise

on

the

Manufacture of Brick, Tiles and Terra-cotta.
H.C. Baird & Company, 1895; 628 pages;
Page 215. The illustration of the design of the
Frey-Sheckler

dry-pan

crusher

(from

Bucyrus, Ohio) shows a machine of some
similarity to the Leary article. It was noted that
the device was designed for “grinding fire
clays, shale, quartz, cement, lime, flint, spar,
ochre, calcine, grog, plaster rock, plasterparis, bones, cola, or any hard substance.”
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The current dilapidated state and condition of the apparatus, and the cramped confines of the
space in which it is enclosed, do not encourage a clear overall view (and appreciation) of this
majestic piece of machinery. A few photographs are included here, to give a sense of features
and details.

These two images of the crusher, one looking
at it from the northwest (far left) and the other
from the northeast (near left), give a sense of
the impressive complexity of the apparatus.
The key operational features are the two large
wheels, seen here hanging by hefty chains
from the grand curved beams of the support
structure – the wheels also were stabilized
and rested within housings that were also
connected at their ends to the support frame.
The curved beams, geared wheels (atop the
frame; these ran the vertical axle visible here,
which in turn ran the topmost drum), and
axles that comprise the rest of the crusher,
were all integral to the function of the wheels
– crushing chunks of shale beneath them.
The other essential features of the crusher—
the two large metal drums that rest below the
wheels—are not easily discerned in these
images.
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The image at far left shows one of the wheels,
and the structural features that support it: the
mighty

chains

connecting

it

to

the

superstructure above, and the hefty metal
housing that kept it in place.
The image near left shows a few other key
features of the crusher, and also of their
necessary physical qualities. First – we can
see the top curved edge of the uppermost
drum, along with the blade feature attached to
the framework. As the drum moved, this
feature, which appears on each side of the
apparatus, directed the shale to the wheel. It
is also possible to see in this image the slots
in the floor of the drum that allowed crushed
slate to fall into a second (stationary) drum
under the upper drum. It is also possible to
see in this image the positioning of the whole
crusher apparatus to be nearly adjacent to the
elevator (far left) that would take the crushed
material up to the upper area of the main
chute.
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At the outset of this project, this seemed to be the one piece of machinery that was not going to
reveal all of its operational aspects – the massive drums had collapsed into the brick support
walls beneath, and there was no way (beyond lifting 5 tons of steel) to actually see what was
going on at the lower extremities; that is, how it was connected to upper features, and
especially how it moved and deposited ground shale to the elevator boot.
But a call to Eagle Iron Works, which is still active and thriving in Des Moine, Iowa, has
proved to be a godsend for this part of the project. Helpful staff at Eagle provided various
technical drawings and catalogue references that have allowed for a much more confident
analysis of this piece of equipment. Much of the textual data is from a ca. 1950 catalogue,
entitled “Clay Plant Equipment,” with salient sections noted here.
“Since its inception [in 1872] the Eagle Iron Works has specialized in the development of raw
material mining, pre-crushing and fine grinding equipment for the Ceramic Industry [sic].
Simplicity in design and construction is of prime importance in equipment for the clay plant,
since it means dependable performance and low maintenance costs with a minimum of
attention. This principle we have followed religiously, and it has been an important factor in
establishing Eagle popularity.”
The catalogue features a number of Eagle’s products, and on page 12 provides details of its
“dry pan” machine (dry-pan distinguishes this from a “wet-pan” machine, used for clay):
Eagle 9’ Dry Pans
“Disintegration and proper grinding of shale has much to do with the quality and character of
the finished ceramic product. The minute particles must not be too fine, which is even worse
than being too coarse; and they should be rough or jagged on the surface rather than rounded
or globular. Obviously jagged surfaces will adhere to each other and knit better than smooth
surfaces. Psammitc or smooth particles do not bond desirably; whereas psephitic or coarse,
fragmented particles bond desirably and eliminate spalling in the finished ware. The rolling
principle of the dry pan method grinds shale or clay without pulverization; at the same time
producing a particle of a jagged or psephitic character, unobtainable where grinding is done by
an attrition mill (grinding by abrasion, caused by force of velocity).
“In the dry pan, power applied through the train of pulley, gears and shafting rotates the pan
into which the materials to be ground is fed. The muller wheels are rotated by contact with

These two images provide additional views of
the crusher wheels, their support structures
and housings.
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material in the pan. Centrifugal force throws the material to the outside of the pan and over the
screen plates, after passing under the mullers. Plows or scrapers again force the oversize
material under the mullers, which operation is repeated again and again until the material is
ground fine enough to pass the screen plate openings. The drier the clay or shale, the less
clogging of screen pate openings, and the more efficient is the process.
“Scrapers are fastened to the arms, on the bottom of the pan, which support the outer diameter
of the screen plates, and drag the material to an elevator boot or belt feed opening in the floor
beneath the pan. With the pan mounted just above the floor level, gravity flow of ground
material to a conveyor is provided for readily conveying material to a stationary or vibrating
screen; the sufficiently fine material going to the ground material bin and the tailings returning
to the pan for further grinding. [Note that this text is referring to a single pan system, which
seems to have been the common approach for this machine by the 1940s. But the Leary system
employed two pans, and this will be clarified in terms of process later in this section.]
“The Eagle Pan includes many features pioneered by us, such as the “A” type frame, which
provides greater stability, and suspended independent mullers, which allow clearance
adjustment between mullers and muller plates. All wearing parts are easily and economically
renewed.
“The Pan is built in two sizes, 9’ and 7’ [Learys is 9’]; the former in Standard and Heavy Duty
types. The Heavy Duty has an extra heavy truss connecting “A” frames, the wider heavier
mullers have double spring suspension rods, and the revolving pan base casting is extra
heavy.” The catalogue goes on to give short detailed claims for smaller features (frame, shafts,
gears, step bearing, base, etc.) and then gets us to two important parts: Mullers and Muller
Plates.
Mullers
“Suspended and firmly keyed on independent axles, revolving in long babbitted bearings on
the ends of heavy hinged yokes. This permits mullers raising over hard material, independently
of each other. Thus mullers are free from tilting action and uneven wear on tires and grinding
plates. Chain hangers with spring-cushioned supports absorb shock and jar of mullers incident
to rise and fall when grinding . . . Muller tires are made from our own special chilled semisteel mixture, easily and inexpensively replaced when worn.”
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View of the main wheel that powered the
crusher – that is that powered the axle that
drove the upper drum of the machine – the
only two features that actually moved by
machine force – the rest moving only through
their simple mechanical movement.

Muller Plates and Screen Plates
“Made of our own special semi-steel mixture, chilled on wearing surface. Manganese steel
screen plates will be quoted on request. Machined on bottom to insure perfect bearing on
revolving base and supporting arms, which are machined. The screen plate is designed to give
as great a screen opening as possible consistent with necessary strength of plate. Unless
otherwise specified, 1/8” wide openings are considered standard. Available with slot openings
radial to vertical shaft or circumferential, depending on the nature of materials.”
Eagle Iron Works also helpfully supplied a highly detailed technical drawing of the machine,
shown on the following page. There are actually two elevational drawings, the more detailed of
the two showing a “front” elevation (left-hand side). There is a lot to take in, with every feature
and detail, even apparently every nut and bolt, keyed with a number—there are 64 discrete
references—to a chart that appears along the bottom of the drawing, but left out here for clarity
– and because at this scale it is impossible to decipher text anyway. It is important to note that
the main drawing has been condensed (as per a common technical-drawing technique to fit a
long horizontal feature on a small sheet), with certain long members shortened so as to allow a
focus on the key features – the point being that the actual machine would be at least half again
as wide as suggested here.

From the Leary Papers
Don Leary Interview
Observations about the Shale Bank
The workers took off the overburden from the
shale bank, and moved the rough shale down
to windrows at the base of the hill, and then
moved the shale over a handmade bridge to
the drying shed. The dryer that we see today
slipping into the river, brought here by Mr.
Tallman in his 1962 effort to revive the
operation, never worked.

The drawing is important because it confirms on-site observations and measurements at the
Leary site. And of course because it includes the actual technical terms for certain key features:
the massive steel wheels are called “mullers,” the housing around each muller is called a
“yoke,” the drums are called “pans,” and the blades that direct shale to the mullers are called
“plows.”
What is especially significant for the current project is the information conveyed about those
parts of the machine that have been noted as inaccessible in its current collapsed state, and
shown at the lower areas of the two drawings. So here we see the complex “step bearing”
features that supported the drums and the mullers; and the arms and blades in the lower drum
(called “carriers” and “scrapers”) that ultimately directed ground shale to the elevator leg.
Unfortunately we still are not quite sure how crushed shale was deposited to the elevator boot.
Even with all of this detail, we are left to suppose that a hole and small chute or funnel on the
northern edge of the lower drum allowed shale to fall by gravity to its destination.

An image from the ca. 1950 Eagle Iron Works
catalogue

shows

their dry-pan

crushers—very similar to the Leary model—
in operation.
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one of

Elevational drawings of the dry-pan crusher designed and manufactured by Eagle Iron Works of
Des Moines, Iowa. While Eagle’s records are not complete to the early 1900s, and so do not list
Learys as a recipient of this crusher, it is clearly exactly the same machine we see at our
Manitoba site.
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Even with all of this important information from Eagle Iron Works—technical drawings,
specifications and descriptive texts—it is still a bit difficult to imagine how the dry-pan crusher
actually worked, and what it looked like in three dimensions. A following isometric drawing
and three details drawings should help.
Firstly, the isometric drawing shows the whole apparatus resting on the outline of the brick
foundation that supports it. The isometric also shows the crusher’s three main elements: two
floor-level drums (pans) aligned one above the other, two large and heavy wheels (mullers,
enclosed in their massive yokes) that are suspended just slightly over the floor of the upper
drum, and the powerful iron “A” frame that holds all of these parts in place.
As we have seen, the upper drum rotated; the lower drum was stationary. When in operation
the upper drum turned slowly in a clock-wise direction, and shale (at Learys deposited via the
main door with wheelbarrows) was moved continuously over its surface, and via the two
scrapers (see next drawings) directed beneath the mullers. The mullers simply turned from the
force of the rotating drum, and in their relentless turning pulverized the soft shale chunks.
The ground shale dropped into the lower drum via thousands of small slots that were cut into
the bed of the upper drum. In the lower drum, a large paddle system, consisting of a carrier arm
and attached scraper blades, attached to the rotating vertical axle, swept the crushed shale
across the drum floor via centrifugal force to an opening that led to the elevator boot. It is
notable that only the upper drum and the lower drum scrapers were driven by external power.
All other moving parts were simply activated by gravity or the force of friction.
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This cutaway isometric, in which right-side features of the frame are only hinted at with dotted
lines, shows the full complexity of the dry-pan crusher. The drawing is worth careful examination
to fully appreciate its amazing complexity, and thus also the inherent ingenuity of the design and
placement of the parts and then of the whole.
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This elevational view of a muller (which is four
feet in diameter and 10 inches wide), and
yoke and chain, shows the basic form of this
feature. The muller is made up of two
sections, both of steel; Eagle Iron Works
noted in their catalogue that the outer “tires”
were made form a special chilled semi-steel
mixture and were easily and inexpensively
replace when worn. The two large holes in the
inner wheel reduced the weight of the whole
muller.
The drawing also suggests an important
design quality of the upper pan—with its floor
actually a bit higher than the actual pan depth
(which is 14 inches), allowing the pan to sit via
steel pins securely above the lower pan. The
situation of the wheel and pan below the
actual brick plant floor level is shown via the
hatched floor boards in the background.
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These

two

drawings

show

plan

and

elevational views of one of the scrapers used
to direct rough shale into line so that the
crushing mullers could have their greatest
effect on the shale. Without these features it
would have been a hit-and-miss proposition
as to whether the raw shale would actually
reach the muller areas. Note that in the lower
drawing the scraper blade is fore-shortened
by the straight-on view. The upper drawing
shows the design of the drum-floor slots that
permitted ground shale to fall into the lower
drum – these are each (at their longest) 4
inches long and 1/8 inch wide, and cover most
of the drum floor – except at the outside
edges.
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THE LEARY BRICK WORKS
Elevator and Chute
The elevator and chute are the simplest of the equipment/apparatus in the brick
plant—fairly straightforward in design and construction—although even these have details and
features that are worth a closer look. Following photographs and a technical drawing provide
the necessary background.
First to the elevator. This feature was required for the gravity-based distribution of crushed
shale that was used in this system. It would appear that the enormous volumes of crushed
material moving in this kind of process could not be accommodated by a simpler horizontal
conveyor system. And besides, as will be seen in the next section on the mixing box, there was
another significant fact to be dealt with – the attention to crushed shale that was in fact not
sufficiently small, and which needed to be returned to the crusher for further crushing.
The elevator we see at Learys is very much the same as we would encounter in the thousands
of grain elevators that once dotted the Western Canadian prairie landscape. In these ingenious
devices we would find a so-called “endless” belt to which were attached angled cups that held
the raw material to be distributed – grain in that kind of elevator, and crushed shale in the brick
plant, dumped via the topmost tip onto the main chute. The “supply” leg moved material up
one of the elevator legs, and once emptied of its contents, moved via the “return” leg to gather
more material – which was deposited via the crusher into a pit at the lower extremity of the
elevator. The whole belt-and-cup apparatus was tightly contained within a wooden structure. In
the Leary brick plant the two elevator legs stretch through the empty space of the second and
third floors to the “head” of the system, at which place the cups tipped their contents onto an
angled shelf, and thence to the main chute.
The chute was quite a bit simpler in design, but not without its interests. First, the structure was
quite large – 20 feet long and four feet wide, and angled at 45 degrees to allow the falling shale
to gain appropriate momentum. Its lower end emptied material into the small chutes feeding
the mixing box. Inside the main chute were actually two distinct surfaces. One at an
intermediate level was a set of screened metal panels, ensuring that larger shale pieces were
kept from dropping to the “floor” of the chute, and thus from entering the brick-pressing
system. The lower “floor” of the chute was a smooth metal surface that allowed the ground
shale bits to slide easily into the upper chambers of the mixing box.
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These images show the design and operation
of an industrial elevator, at left, via the actual
Leary design, and above via an archival view
of an old grain elevator system. In the Leary
system, one can see the upright cups, which
would have been full of ground shale moving
up via the supply leg to the “head” of the
system, and once emptied there as they
turned downward, back via the return leg to
be refiled in the “boot” of the system – that is,
in the pit at the base of the elevator that was
fed with crushed shale from the crusher.
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Views of the elevator, showing the simple enclosure of the wooden frame, and in the
opening (created for maintenance) of the depth of the cups.
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Views of the elevator, with a total height of 50 feet, showing the nature and placement of
the supply and return legs (left), and in the two other images the nearly freestanding
position as the two legs reach up to the fourth floor. The central image also reveals the
large metal wheel that powered the belt-and-cup system held within the legs.
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Views of the elevator showing (left and centre) the design of the cups, the thick belt to
which the cups were attached, and the nut-and-bolt attaching system. The image at far
right shows the drive wheel at the “head” of the elevator.
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Views of the main chute, on the left and centre looking up from the third floor, and at right looking
down from the fourth floor. The images reveal the wooden construction features of the chute,
and the design and placement of the heavily screened panels that were set about a foot over
the “floor” of the chute. The crushed shale was deposited, via the elevator cups, onto the
screened section, and larger pieces of shale were thus kept at this level, and ran by gravity down
to a chute of the mixing box that ultimately returned them to the crusher for further processing.
Smaller shale particles dropped through the tiny slots in the panels and onto the slick metal
covering of the chute’s “floor” and directly to the mixing box and into the brick press.
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